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1. REVIL'W OF S.ORK Di/RING 1954: ANNUAL ñLPORT OF IDE D1RECTOR-GENERAL

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the r :embers of the Committee had been most favourably

impressed with the way administrative and financial questions had been dealt with in

the Annual Report of the Director- General, submitted to then at their previous meet-

ing. He proposed, therefore, that the Rapporteur should embody the expression of

their satisfaction in a draft resolution to be transmitted to the Committee on

Programme and Budget which, in its turn, would submit it to the World Health Assembly

with its resolution on the Annual Report.

It was so agreed.

2. COMPOSITION OF LEGAL SUB -COMMITTEE

The CHAIE;AN recalled that at its previous meeting the Committee had decided to

set up a special legal sub -committee and said that the following countries had

already expressed their desire to participate in the work of that sub- committee:

Argentina, Australia, Ceylon, Denmark, the Do:inican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,

Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, India, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy,

Liberia, Mexico, Netherlands, Norwa, Pakistan, Philippines, Portugal, Switzerland,

Tunisia, Union of South Africa, United Eingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland, and United States of America. Any other country wishing to serve on the

sub -committee should notify the Secretary accordingly.
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3. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD ON THE STUDY OF METHODS FOR ASSESSING i' BERS
WHICH PARTICIPATE IN THE WORK OF THE GRGAZIZATICN FOR THE EFFECTIVE WORKING
BUDGET: Item 8.11 of the Agenda (Resolution î!HA7.16, Resolution EB14.R15,
Resolution EB15.R35; Official Records pro. 60); SCALES OF ASSESSMENT:
Item 8.13 of the Agenda (Resolution WHA7.15; Documents A8 /AFL /4 and

A8 /A4/4 Add. 1)

The CHAIRMAN suggested that items 8.11 and 6.13 of the agenda, dealing with

methods of assessments. and scales of assessment, respectively, should be discussed

together.

It y+alt so _geed.

Dr TURBOTT, representative of the Executive Board, recalled that the Seventh

Work Health Assembly had asked the Eighth World Health Assembly (resolution WHA7.16)

to consider methods for assessing. those Members which participated in the work of

the Organization only for the amount of the effective working budget. At its

fourteenth session, the Executive Board (resolution EB14.R15) had forwarded that

request to.Iiember. States, asking them'for their comments. Some of those comments,

but not all, had already been received by the time the Standing Committee on

Administration and Finance had began to consider the question. After a long die -

cussion, and being unable to reach a decision, the Standing Committee had decided

that the best solution would be to set out the alternatives and refer them to the

Board for final decision (document EB15 /AF/Min /11 Rev.1). The Executive Board had

examined the problem in detail and its views and conclusions wore embodied in

resolution EB15.R35 and Annex 11 of Official Records No. 60, to which he referred

the members of the Committee.

Several views were expressed during the discussion in the Executive Board: that

it would be more realistic to apportion the effective working budget among those
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Members who paid; that assessments should continue to be based on the principle

of relative capacity to pay;. .that it would not be unconstitutional to exclude

inactive Members from the scale of assessment; that the maximum percentage contri-

buted for any Member had been fixed on the gross assessment budget; that the

Seventh World Health Assembly, in its recommendation, applied the per capita ceiling

only in part; that application of the United Nations scale would result in an

increase in the assessments of inactive Members; and that any method of asse sment

adopted should follow the principles already enunciated by the Board, namely, it

should be in accordance with the general policy and interests of the Organization,

and it should be fair to all Eember átates; whatever the method adopted, Austria

and Korea should continue to receive special consideration, in accordance with earlier

decisions of the. Health Assembly. The Committee would wish also to take into con-

sideration the previous study of the problem made by the Executive Board at its

thirteenth session (Official Records No. 52, Annex 21, page 136).

In short, the position was as follows: neither the Standing Committee nor the

Board itself had,been able to reach any decision and the matter now rested with the

Health,Assembly itself..

Dr BURiEY (United States of America) said that important policy, considerations

lay behind the nine separate scales of assessment now before the Committee, and it

was up to the Committee to settle them in an equitable fashion and in the best interests

of the Organization. Three basic issues were involved in the problem:

1, The first was whether the inactive Members should continue to be included

in the 100 per cent. scale of assessments as suggested under method A or

whether they should be assessed separately, as suggested under methods B and C.
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2. The second issue was whether the new scale should be based on the

Organization's scale for 1955, as suggested in columns 1, 2, and 3, or

whether it should conform more closely ta the United Nations scale, as recom-

mended by the Seventh World Health Assembly-. Scales 4 to 9 inclusive applied

half. of the adjustment to the United Nations scale, the remainder of the

adjustment. being.scheduled for 1957.

3. The third issue was whether the full per capita reduction should be applied

to the assessments of those Idembers which otherwise would pay more per capita

than the largest contributor, or whether only as much per capita adjustment

should be applied as was already embodied in the United Nations scale.

The Seventh World Health Assembly had adopted a resolution recommending to the

Eighth World Health Assembly that the Organization's scale of assessment should be

adjusted to the. United Nations scale in, two stages, the first to be taken in respect

of the 1956 budget, and that the per capita ceiling principle should be applied only

to the extent to which it was applied in.the United Nations scale. The Seventh

World Health Assembly had, also asked the Eighth.World Health Assembly to consider

restricting the 100 per cent. scale to active Members only,

The United States Government believed that the existing arrangements for the

assessment of inactive Wenbers were highly artificial and in the long run unsatis-

factory, and supported the so- called.method B (column 6). It believed that active

Members should constitute the 100 per cent. scale and that inactive Members should

be assessed separately, over and above the 100 per cent. The United States itself

would be assessed 33 -1/3 per cent. of the total assessments of active Members.
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That would be a much more realistic and fairer basis; the scale suggested under

column 6 was by far the most satisfactory, and it was consistent with the recc-

iacndations of the Seventh World health Assembly..

It had become evident several years before that the deficiency in revenue

caused by inactive Members was leading to serious financial; difficulties. Either

the Organization had to take that deficiency into account when preparing its budget,

or else it would not have sufficient funds to carry out its programme.

The device enpl'oÿed from 1952 onwards had been to increase the total assess -

ments above the total net effective budget by the total assessments of the inactive

Members. In effect, each Member was charged more in order to minimize the deficiency

in revenue. All the budgets from 1.952 onwards contained what was described as

"Part IV, Section 9 - Undistributed Reserve ", representing the amount by which the

total assessments were increased to offset the deficiency in revenue. It had been

agreed at the same time that the addition of "Part IV, Section 9" to the budget

would not increase the Director -General's authority to spend, and that any contri-

butions from inactive Members would be credited to the "undistributed reserve" for

such use as the following I eal.th Assembly might determine.

That arrangement was neither satisfactory for the Organisation, nor fair to its

Members. The United States,, for instance, was in fact paying considerably more than

33-1/3 per cent. of the assessments of active Members... It believed, therefore, that

the time had come to apply the 33 -1/3 per cent, ceiling in terms of the assessments

of e.ctive P,enbers, since it was they who proviced the real financial sueport.
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That could be achieved by removing the inactive I,:embers from the 100 per cent.

scale of assessment. Luring the previous Health Assembly, the Legal Sub -Committee

had declared unconstitutional a proposal to assess active I :embers only. The

United States proposal was different because it did not exclude inactive .:embers

from all assessment: they would still be assessed over and above the 100 per cent.

assessment scale of active Members. Article 56 of the Constitution did not prevent

the Health Assembly from approving such an arrangement or from determining that

payments by inactive Ner berg should be credited to the "undistributed reserve ".

In fact, that would be the procedure followed under the existing arrangements if

any such payments were suddenly to be received.

The United States assessment for 1955 exceeded .x-3,000,000 which the United

States Congress had fixed as being the maximum figure. The Executive Branch of the

Government had asked for special legislation to enable the United States to meet

in full its assessment in 1955 and future years, but it should be remembered that

Congress did not feel that the United States should contribute more than one -t_ird

of the regular budget of any international organization. Consequently, the existing

assessment under which the United States was asked to pay more than one -third of

the Organization's budget was a serious handicap to obtaining permission to raise

the existin: ceiling of ;3,000,000 imposed by Congress. Ley removing inactive

Members from the 100 per cent. scale of assessments, the Health Assembly would

greatly help the efforts to reach a position in which the United States could give

full support to the Organization.
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He recognized that acceptance of his delegation's proposal would increase the

percentage assessment of more than half of the Organization's active Members. That

was unfortunate, but it could not be avoided if the inactive Members were to be

removed from the 100 per cent. scale, and the share of the largest contributor Was to

remain at 33 -1/3 per cent.

He appealed to the Committee to support his delegation's proposal, which would

bring about more realistic financial arrangements, and also be in the interests of a

more equitable distribution of costs among all the Members.

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) said that on 24 November 1949 the United Nations

General :Assembly had adopted a resolution (resolution No. 311(I0.) stressing the need

for closer relationship between the assessments of Member States in the United Nations

and the specialized agencies. Since similar principles were used in the United Nations

and the specialized agencies for the-assessment of contributions, it was desirable also

to-use the same data. Accordingly, .the United' Nations had instructed its Committee on

Contributions to advise the specialized agencies in the matter of contributions if the

latter so requested. The Third World Health Assembly, meeting in May 1950, had

expressly "welcomed" (resolution.WHA3.91) the decisions taken by the United Nations.

Over five years had gone by, and the Organization was still using the scale of

assessment adopted .at the time of the First World Health Assembly. All the changes

made in the United Nations scale of assessment had been consistently ignored. That had

been a source of constant regret to his Government which, like many others, had been

greatly over -assessed during the initial stages of the United Nations for the following
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reasons: to enable some countries to recover from the losses they had suffered

during the Second World War, and because statistics on their national incomes had not

been available a'-, the time., The situation had improved since then and the time had

come to establish the scale of assessment on a more permanent basis.

His Government, therefore, had been gratified to see that the Seventh World

Health. Assembly had recommended the adoption of the latest United Nations scale for

its own assessments in respect of the 1956 and 1957 contributions, the changeover

being effected over a two -year period,, He earnestly hoped that the Eighth World

Health Jssembly wov10 reaffirm that decision, The choice was not between some novel

United Nations scale and one particularly dear to the Organization itself: with the

exception of the difference in application of the per capita ceiling, the Health

Assembly would merely be choosing between a scale based on 1948 United Nations data

and one based on 1954 United Nations data. Since the year was now 1955, the choice

should be obvious.

Regarding resolution WHA7,16, the views of his Government had been clearly out-

lined in knnex 11 to Official Records No, 60. It was not in favour of excluding

inactive Members from the scale in order to reduce the percentage of the largest

contributor from one -third of the gross assessment budget, as determined at previous

Health Assembles, to one -third of the net assessment budget. His Government was

unable to agree to such a reduction while the contribution of the largest contributor

to other specialized agencies was below the 33 -1/3 per cent. ceiling. Contributions
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to the Organization could not be isolated from contributions to other specialized

agencies and to the United Nations, because they all came from the same source.

Consequently, if in several agencies the contributions of the largest contributor

fell below the prescribed ceiling, thereby increasing the contribution of Members

who were not protected by the per capita ceiling, his Government was justified in

opposing any reduction of that contributor's assessment in the World Health

Organization. It was interesting to note that that view had been supported by the

United States representative to the ILO in 1950. The United States contributions

were below the 33 -1/3 per cent. ceiling in the following organizations: ILO, FAO,

and UNESCO. In the United Nations the percentage was 33 -1/3 per cent., but that

figure was reduced to approximately 30 per cent. net by a refund of about $1,800,000

a year to the United States Treasury, to reimburse the income tax of United States

citizens employed by the United Nations. All in all, by not paying the full

33 -1/3 per cent. in the above -mentioned organization, the largest contributor was

saving approximately 0,000,000 a year, and that sum was borne by Member States who

were not protected by the per capita ceiling principle.

He recalled that the original terms of reference of the United Nations Committee

on Contributions had been to apportion the expenses of Member States in accordance

with their capacity to pay. Comparative estimates of national income had to serve

as a guide and comparative per capita income had to be taken into account. The

Committee on Contributions had accordingly constructed a scale of what might be
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termed taxable incomes by making a deduction from the national income of each country

with a per capita income of less than $1,000 a year. The deduction was calculated by

expressing the difference between a country's per capita income and $1,000 as a

percentage, and deducting 50 per cent. of that percentage from the national income.

Consequently, the lower the per capita income, the higher was the deduction. It was

a recognized tax principle that a larger rebate should be enjoyed by the lower income

group.

The United Nations, however, had subsequently adopted two principles which were

diametrically opposed to the principle of rebate allowed to countries with a low

per capita incomes the 33 -1/3 per cent. maximum contribution and the per capita

ceiling. Neither of those two principles had any scientific or economic basis. The

application of the maximum contribution principle meant reducing to 33 -1/3 per cent.

the assessment of a contributor which, on the basis of its capacity to pay, would be

assessed at about 50 per cent. Furthermore, as the assessment of the largest

contributor decreased, so the assessments of some financially fortunate countries

were reduced by the application of the per capita ceiling principle. Unlike the

rebate for low per capita income, that reduction had no relation whatever to a

country's capacity to pay. On the contrary, the assessments of countries with high

incomes were reduced and the resulting difference was added to the assessments of the

lower income group. In its 1954 report, the United Nations Committee on Contributions

had stated that the per capita contribution of the largest contributor had been

gradually reduced and that it would grow still smaller if the existing population

trend in the United States continued.

It should be noted that only three countries, namely Canada, New Zealand and

Sweden, benefited from the per capita ceiling principle in the United Nations, and
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that the total assessment of those three countries was only 5.7 per cent. of the

scale. Their reductions therefore were comparatively small. In the World Health

Organization, on the other hand, the application of the per capita ceiling principle

had a much more serious effect on the lower income group of States, because a larger

number of States benefited from the ceiling. If the inactive Members were to be

excluded from the scale of assessment and the assessment of the major contributor

were to be reduced, the number of the States with a per capita ceiling would increase

to seven, with a total assessment of 20 per cent. The figures before the Committee

did not show what the total amount of the per capita ceiling reductions would be;

they merely showed the difference between the partial application of the per capita

ceiling principle, as used by the United Nations, and its full application. Even

that difference alone amounted to $443,370. That was a very large burden indeed to

shift to the lower income group of States.

In those circumstances his delegation was unable to support either the

exclusion of the inactive Members from the scale of assessment or the full application

of the per capita ceiling principle. Consequently, it urged the adoption of the

scale contained in column 4 of Annex 11 in Official Records No. 60.

Mr RENOUF (Australia) felt that the Executive Board had done all it could do in

the matter, and that the time had come for the Health Assembly itself to take a firm

and logical decision on the problem of assessments. Governments, too, had studied

that problem at length and the documentation contained in Official Records No. 60 was

very comprehensive.

A very good case had been made by the delegate of the United States for a logical

decision, and the Committee should give serious consideration to his views, not
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because the United States was by far the principal contributor to all international

activities, but because any decision in that field was bound to have most serious

consequences. In making that plea he was not influenced by the power of the United

States. In the past, his Government had always been opposed to United States views

in the matter, but on that particular occasion he was happy to be in a position to

give the United States the full support of his delegation.

The Executive Board at its fifteenth session had considered three different

methods of assessment, which were clearly outlined on pages 91 and 92 of 0ficial

Records No. 60.

Method A provided no solution at all as it merely continued the existing system.

That method was quite unrealistic; inactive Members should not be assessed at all in

the future for the following three reasons;

1. The "undistributed reserve", which had been added to the effective working

budget to offset the anticipated non -receipt of contributions from inactive

Member, was not an expense within the meaning of Article 56 of the Constitution.

It was doubtful, therefore, whether it could constitutionally be included in the

apportionment of expenses among the Members;

2. It was undesirable to perpetuate the system whereby inactive Members were in

effect asked to bear the cost of membership without any commensurate sharing in

the benefits of that membership, and without participating in the activities of

the Organization;

3. The accumulation of nominal debts to the Organization, which would follow

from the assessment of inactive Members, might prove a deterrent to the

resumption of active membership,
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If the Health Assembly interpreted the Constitution of the (5 rganization as

making it mandatory to have some assessment of inactive Members, his delegation

would inquire whether a "nil" assessment would suffice. If that solution proved

to be unacceptable, it would press for a nominal assessment, lower than the minim=

assessment for active Members. Although inactive Members received some benefits

from the Organization, those were not commensurate with the benefits received by

active Members paying the minimum contribution. In those circumstances the

Australian delegation was opposed to method A proposed by the Executive Board.

The choice therefore seemed to lie between methods B and C. As the Australian

delegation did not feel that Chinais assessment should be treated as an expanse

to be apportioned among the Members of the Organization, it preferred method B.

It should be emphasized in passing that that was not the most advantageous method

for Australia itself.

Turning to the scale of assessment, he said that his country had always

played a leading role in advocating that contributions to international organiza-

tions should be based on the principle oî capacity to pay. There could be ne

question that that was the most equitable solution. That principle was best

expressed in the United Nations scale of assessment which was the product of care 

ful evaluation by experts.

His delegation had supported the principle that the Eighth World Health

Assembly should move towards the most recent United Nations scale of assessment,

with the necessary adjustments to allow for differences in membership, and thus
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remove the. anomaly resulting from the fact that the Organizationts,scale was based

sn United Nations data for 1948.

The recommendation did nct advocate any drastic changes: it merely pro .r-

pased the gradual adoption of the United Nations scale in two stages. In fact,

the fairest solution would bete adopt the United Nations scale immediately, but

that would be unacceptable to many Members. Although the United Nations scale

might be considered unfair by a few gantries, it was on the whole the most

equitable solution that could be devised in the circumstances.

Mr CLARK (Canada) said that unless the burdens of membership were equitably

shared'by e11. Members, the Organization would run the risk of lasing the active

supptirt° and co-ope "ration of some governments.

One ^aspect of the contributions problem was of particular concern to Canada.

His Government was convinced that the adoption of the proposal to apply the per

capita ceiling principle partially as recommended by the Seventh World Health

Assembly, would substantially modify a basic principle of assessment that had been

adapted to ensure an equitable allocation of assessments among all Member States.

It was gratifying, therefore, to note that the Executive Board also felt that it

would te illogical for the Organization, which thus far had been applying that

limitation to the fullest extent, to move in the opposite direction and limit the

effect df the per' capita ceiling principle.

When the United Nations was first established, Canada had pressed fir an

equitable shaming of the burdens of membership because a reasonable approach to

equity oGuld best be'achieved by allocating expenses roughly according to capacity t4

pay, as measured by the relative national income. Although that view had been supported
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by other countries, the majority of Members had indicated that they would net-

accept relative national income as the sole yardstick, and several changes had been

made accordingly.

The first modification had been based cn the c';ntention that straight national

income did not adequately reflect national disparities in wealth. A country with

a low per capita income had to devote most of its productive effort to the sub-

sistence cf its population: if's capacity to pay) therefore, was less than that of

a country which had a surplus inerme over its subsistence needs. The United

Nations General Assembly had accepted that view, and had agreed to adjust basic

national income by granting exemptions cf up to 40 per cent., and later 50 per cent.,

to all Members with a per capita incr.me of less than )000 a year. Instead of

being proportionate to income, the scale of contributions became sharply progressive.

Canada had supported that view.

The second modification had been adopted when the United States had objected

to its theoretical assessment of nearly 50 per cent., calculated under the national

income formulas and had proposed the establishment of a ceiling of 33.1/3 per cent.

on its cntributions.

The adoption of those two modifications had had the following important con-

sequences for Canada: firstly, Canada had become the only Member which received

neither a special deduction based cn its national income, nor the protection of a

ceiling on its percentage contributions; secondly) Canadians would have been re-

quired to pay a higher contribution t:-, the United Nations than citizens of the

United States why, had the highest per capita income in the world.
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Consequently, Canada had urged the adoption of the principle that the per

capita contribution of any State should not exceed that of the highest contributor.

That view had been accepted by the Third General Assembly which had recognized

"that both the one-third and the per capita ceiling should appl: in normal times."

As a result, the principle of assessment adopted by the United Nations was

relative national income, subject to minimum exemptions of up to 50 per cent. for

countries with a per capita inc --me under $1,000 a year, a 33 -1/3 per cent. ceiling,

and the per capita principle.

The Canadian delegations had advocated the application of those principles in

various international organizations and the Second World Health Assembly had

explicitly recognized their fairness.

Although the United Nations had given only partial effect to the per capita

principle, it had decided to impleme_it it in full when a general improvement in

the economic situation or the admission of new Members would make it possible to

absorb khe resulting additional burdens. If the United Nations had as many Members

as the World Health Organization., it would, zn the basis of its previous resolutions,

have long since applied the per capita ceiling principle in full. UNESCO had

already done so and there was no reason why WHO should apply the principle only to

the extent it was applied in the United Nations.

He had been surprised to hear the delegate of the Union of South Africa refer

to the report of the United Nations Ccmmittee on Contributions, because the
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Canadian representatives on the Fifth Committee of the United Nations General

Assembly had conclusively shown, in a statement made on 15 November 1954, that that

report was based on erroneous assumptions. He had pointed out that barring a

drastic shift in relative national income or a change in rates of population growth

that would invalidate existing United Nations population projections, the only

Members that would be affected by the principle during the following twenty-five

years were Canada, New Zealand and Sweden, the same osuntries which were nsw pro-

tected by the principle. The General Assembly had accepted the Canadian peint .of

view and had agreed tc continue giving partial application to the principle of the

per capita ceiling.

Canada regarded the Organization as 'ne of the most valuable of the specialized

agencies and its position was not based on financial considerations. Accordingly

it was prepared to accept a moderate increase in the contribution of Canada for

1954, provided it was used t, finance an expansion of health services. That

Canada's position was not based on any desire to secure a reduction in its own

contribution could easily be seen from its record of voluntary contributions to

the relief, rehabilitation, and economic assistance programmes established by the

United Nations: Canada had contributed nearly $200,000,000 to those projects.

The Canadian Government was against any proposal to modify the Organizations

previous decision to apply the per capita principle in full. The principle had

been accepted as part of a formula to ensure that all Member States should bear an

equitable share of the expenses. If that principle were to be modified, all ether

principles of assessment should also be considered.
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Canada had fully met its financial and other obligations to the United Nations

and all specialized agencies, and it would continue to do soi but it would object

to having its contributions increased for reasons that were patently unsound.

Dr van den BERG (Netherlands) remarked that the problems under consideration

were both delicate and complex. Since they were not only financial, technical and

legal in character but also called for negotiation between governments, the

appropriate forum far their solution was clearly the World Health Assembly rather

than the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance or the Executive Board.

None the less, such matters were not best suited for discussion by a large meeting

and he consequently welcomed the proposal submitted by the Swiss, delegation (docu-

ment A8 /AFL /4) which suggested that a working party on the question be set up at

the first meeting. The South African delegation had, in document A8 /AFL /4 Add.l,

supported that proposal and had agreed that the study of the complex question of

the scale of assessment should initially be entrusted to a small working party.

His own delegation was pleased to add its support to the proposal.

In view of the wording of the document to which he had referred and in view

also of the fact that negotiation would be greatly facilitated by not having been

preceded by a full and categorical exchange of views, he wished formally to propose

that the Committee should deal immediately with the proposal contained in document

A8 /AFL /4.
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The CHAIRMAN said -that, with the consent of the Committee, he would give the

floor to all the speakers already on his list before putting to the vote the Swiss

proposal to set up a working party.

It was so agreed.

Dr PAIK (Republic of Korea) expressed his full support for the point of view

expressed by the delegate of the United States. It was most urgent for a'satis-

factory solution of the problem to be achieved and also particularly vital for

assessments for contributions to the Organization's work to be made on a purely

realistic basis. He would accordingly associate himself with the proposal made by

the United States delegation.

The situation in Korea was St= extremely unstable from a financial and econ-

omic standpoint and he would therefore earnestly request the Health Assembly's

sympathetic consideration of his country's position.

Mr HUNT (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that his

delegation held the view that only those Members which actively participated in the

work of the Health Assembly should be assessed; that was the only realistic method

and did not conflict with the provisions of the Constitution.

His delegation also considered that the Health Assembly should at the earliest

-pportunity adopt the latest available United Nations scale of assessment which,

although it might not be entirely free from defects, did nevertheless clearly

represent the best information available regarding the capacity to pay cf Member

States.
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While the contribution of a particular Member State was arbitrarily fixed

at any level, there was no doubt that in all equity there should be full appli-

cation of the per capita principle.

Mr PLEIC (Yugoslavia) said that whereas method C clearly afforded the most

simple solution, it was essential to recognize the fact that the matter was not

purely one of mathematical calculation but that other considerations were of

primary importance if the position as a whole were to be considered on a realistic

footing. His delegation consequently thought it preferable, in existing circum-

stances, to retain the present ma thod, namely, method A (based on the WHO scale

for 1955).

The resolution adopted by the Seventh World Health Assembly on the scale

of assessment did not constitute a final decision and since there could be no

doubt that revision would in fact result in a considerable increase in contribu-

tions for a large number of countries, whereas other countries would find them-

selves in a relatively privileged position, it was essential that any discussion

on the desirability of revising the scale of assessment should take that fact

into account. b

In any case, his delegation believed that any change in the status quo should

be brought about more gradually than as stated in resolution WHA7.15 and that

adjustments should be spread over a period of approximately four or five years.

If that suggestion were to meet with the support of other delegations, his
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delegation would be prepared to submit a joint draft resollition to that effect.

He would appeal to those countries which would be placed in awmore favour-
.,

able position were a change to be adopted to show an understanding attitude

which would enable some compromise solution to be reached.

Dr DAIRE (Tunisia), linking the question of the obligations of Associate

Members with that of their rights, stated that the Tunisian Government was opposed

in principle to any change in the method of assessment which would result in
.

any increase in its obligations.

Dr HAYEK (Lebanon) said that all those who had been present at previous Health

Assemblies no doubt realized the full complexity of the problem under discussion.

He noted furthermore that all Member States had not replied to the memorandum

circularized by the Director- General, who:1aa a result, was npt in a position to

provide the Health Assembly with a full analysis of the situation. He did not

think that the proposal submitted by the Swiss delegation would solve the problem

as he did not see how consideration of the matter by a working party could

facilitate agreement on equitable principles which would gain majority acceptance.

He was, moreover, unable to accept the course suggested by the United States

delegation.

His delegation would consequently suggest that the status quo be maintained

and that the entire question of the method of assessment should be reconsidered

at the Ninth World Health Assembly.
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Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) said that he was not surprised at the considerable

divergency of opinion which had arisen as the problem was one that raised many

practical considerations. With respect to the question of assessment of inactive

Members, he was more inclined to agree with the delegate of the Union of South

Africa than with any other. He recalled that the Second World Health Assembly

had agreed that the Constitution made no provision for withdrawal of Members

from WHO; that interpretation, applied ever since, could not now be questioned.

He would have found it easier to share the point of view expressed by the

delegate of the United States were it not for the turn that events had taken

since 1954 which he had observed as a delegate to one of the other specialized

agencies of the United Nations. Some previously inactive Members had ret.ently

rejoined the International Labour Organisation and the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization. He recalled the exact circumstances of

the manner in which three Member States had rejoined UNESCO, which like the

World Health Organization, made no provision for withdrawal of its Members.

The returning Members had agreed to pay their assessments for the current year,

as well as paying on a graduated scale for a period of years, in return for

which they had been given voting rights. That experience would seem to show

that the system followed in the World Health Organization was perhaps the effective

one. Indeed, it had been on the basis of the sum of some $2,500,000 accruing

to UNESCO from those Members that it had been possible for consideration to be

given to the request submitted by the United States Government that its own
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contribution should be decreased to 30 per cent. of the total budget.

He felt it would be useful also to recall the history of the provision

whereby a ceiling had been placed on the Member paying the largest proportion

of the Organization's budget. The ceiling limitation of the United States con»

tribution had in fact been agreed upon on the understanding that it would be

until such time as the United States Congress found it possible to withdraw that

limitation and to make its contribution on the same terms as other nations.

Reference had been made to the scale of assessment established by the United

Nations. It should be borne in mind that an additional factor complicated con-

sideration of that point as he understood that the United Nations scale would

be further revised in 1955. It would be most helpful if the Assistant Director

General, Department of Administration and Finance, could provide the Committee

with apy other information available on that point.

He also called attention to the fact that the United Nations had adopted

a resolution whereby any change in the assessment of Members should not result

in a variation of more than 10 per cent. in either direction. That was a most

important principle and one that the Committee would do well to bear in mind.

As an illustration of the changes which would in fact be brought about by the

proposed revision of the method of assessment, he cited figures for the contribu-

tions to be paid by Afghanistan, Burma, and Finland whose contribution would in

fact be considerably increased, such an increase going far beyond 10 per cent.

He recalled the exact prcvisicns of resolution ': HL7,16 cn future scales of

assessment, which did not commit the Health Assembly to any course. A decision

should not be taken until full information was available. While it was possible
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that the United Nations scale of assessment was the more scientific, there should be

due recognition of the repercussions it would have on those countries paying minimum

contributions; it was also essential that any change that were to be adopted should be

spread over a period of years.

Although there was of course a great deal to be said in favour of adjustments made

on the basis of information on per capita income, he felt that incomplete statistics in

some under- developed countries sometimes resulted in information far removed from reality-

For instance, he was not sure whether his own country would be in a position to give

completely reliable figures as to population.

The suggestion made by the delegate of the United States was in effect tantamount

to ignoring the inactive Members. Naturally, every effort should be made in the Organ

ization to endeavour to give relief as far as practicable to those countries which had

been making the largest contributions, and consideration should therefore be given to the

United States point of view. He would, therefore, suggest to the United States

delegation that world events. were changing with such rapidity as to make it impossible

to foresee What the position would be at the next World Health Assembly. He trusted

he would not be considered unduly optimistic when he said that it was to be hoped that

the inactive Members would resume full participation; indeed, if the United States

Government were willing to postpone any change in the existing state of affairs for a

further year, it might well prove possible for its position to be eased.

Dr SAM (Haiti) said that his delegation opposed any method that would increase

his Government's contribution to WHO; it would support method C which would assess

active Members, excluding China, for the amount required for the effective working

budget.
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Dr GRATZER (Kustria) said that, in the interests of reaching a compromise

solution, he would propose the following draft resolution which, he felt, would

come near the proposal made by the United States delegation and would not'be

contrary to the provisions of the Constitution. The draft resolution read as

follows:

The Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters
recommends to the Eighth World Health Assembly that it adopt the
following resolution:

The Eighth World Health assembly

r(1) DECIDES to fix the rate of assessment for the inactive Members
of WHO At 0.04 per oent. and to place this amount into the
undistributed reserve, which is only 0.36 par cent. of the budget:
further

(2) DECIDES that because of serious political events which might
_occur during the present year, any change in the scale of
assessments shall not be -implemented until the Ninth World Health
Assembly."

Dr RODRIGUEZ (El Salvador) said that the remarks made by all those taking part

in the discussion clearly showed the great importance of the problem under

consideration. No hasty solution could be :adopted which would alter.to a very.

considerable extent the budgetary obligation of many countries present. It should

be'borne in mind, for instance, that`the Latin American countries were a leo

committed to Making a contribution to the Pau American Sanitary Organization and

that,- furthermore, the countries of Central America set aside additional funds for

the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama. 4

Ho was consequently in agreement with those delegations favouring postponsàsnt

of the matter until the Ninth World Health Assembly. Should en-increase in

contributions prove necessary for the implementation of the Organization's programme,

he believed that it would, in any case, be only equitable for any increase to be

gradual.
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Dr WENK (Switzerland) recalled that the per capita principle had consistently

been followed in the Organization hitherto and there appeared to be no valid reason

for that principle to be abandoned at the present stage. The WHO scale of assessment

was based on the economic strength of Member States, calculated by national income.

Economic strength increased with the increase in per capita income . Switzerland

would agree to progressive assessment, based on increase in per capita income. But

application of the per capita principle was limited by the ceiling placed on the

contribution of the highest contributor: that meant that some countries paid a

higher per capita rate than the highest contributor, which was in flagrant contradic-

tion with the basic principle of an assessment calculated in accordance with economic

strength.

His delegation had proposed that the subject might profitably be studied by

a small working group (document A8 /AFL /4), and that proposal had received the support

of the South African and the Netherlands delegations. Previous experience, in other

specialized agencies as well as in WHO, had proved the desirability of setting up

working parties to deal with financial questions, provided that such working parties

were established at a sufficiently early stage in the proceedings.

Dr BE NHODT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Government fully shared

the United States view regarding the assessment of inactive Members. However, his

Government also considered that no real progress would result from any change in the

scale of assessment and would prefer to see the existing WHO scale of assessment

retained.

Mr SIEGEL, assistant Director -General, Department of Administration and Finance,

(Secretary) referred briefly to certain points in the report of the United Nations
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Committee on Contributions, which were relevant to the questions raised by the

delegate of India.

The specific point raised by the delegate of India related to changes in the

United Nations scale of assessment fot 1955 as compared with 1954. The Committee on

Contributions had recommended changes in the assessments for 24 out of the 60

Member States. Increased assessments had been recommended for 9 Members and

reductions for 15. He did not have before him the final decision in that respect

of the General Assembly of the United Nations but he had been informed that changes

had been approved for 32 Members. He quoted from paragraph 17 of that report

(in document A/2890) which concluded with the Committee's recommendation that the

revised scale of assessment proposed in the report should apply for one year only.

It was accordingly clear that further changea should be envisaged for the following

year. A perusal of the revised scale of assessment recommended for 1955 would,

furthermore, show that the changes for some Member countries did, in fact, show a

variation of more than 10 per cent.

He would be glad to supply any other information which might be required of b1no

Mr RENOUF (xustralia) disagreed on some points with the delegate of India.

He emphasized, first of all, that his delegation had raised the question

of the scale of assessment and the assessment of inactive Members solely out of

concern for the welfare of the Organization as a whole. It was much to be regretted

that the delegate of India had quoted figures showing that some countries would be

placed in a less favourable position as the result of such a revision. His own

delegation had not attempted to consider whether the Australian Government would

stand to gain or lose by any chango, but had considered the question impartially on

the basis of the capacity to pay of Members, on the basis of the report of the
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United Nations Committee on Contributions. In any case, if one were to study those

instances of Member countries whose contributions would greatly be increased, it

would only be fair to consider those which were at present over -assessed. The

problem should be judged purely from the standpoint of equity and of the interests

of the Organization.

He was most surprised that the delegate of India had said that it would be

almost impossible to give a completely accurate figure for the population of India

since the Indian Government furnished such information to the United Nations

Committee on Contributions and had always in the past eventually accepted that

committee's findings.

It would, in his view, show a deplorable lack of decision for the World Health

Assembly to decide to postpone settling the problem for a further year while

waiting for possible political developments as such a situation night well go on

indefinitely.

Dr SEGURA (4-rgentina) proposed that, in view of the importance of the matter

under eensideration, further discussion be adjourned until the next meeting,

The CHAIRMAN said that he proposed to give the floor to the remaining speaker

on his list before adjourning the meeting.

Dr SEGURA (Argentina) agreed with the decision of the Chairman.

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) wished to co!ment on the question of the

limitation of 10 per cent. upwards or downwards in any revision in the scale of

assessment. He recalled that one group of States in the United Nations had

annually used that principle in opposing the proposals made by the
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Committee on Contributions. At the sixth session of the General Assembly or the

United Nations, the proposal submitted by the USSR delegation that no change should

go beyond 10 per cent. either way had been very firmly rejected; accordingly,

that principle had no basis in fact.

He joined the delegate of Australia in appealing that a decision on the scale

of assessment should not be postponed beyond the present Health Assembly. His

delegation would be prepared to join in sponsoring a resolution adopting the

United Nations scale of assessment, which would in any ease provide for only

gradual Change.

The CHkIRMAN, replying to a query from Dr HAYEK (Lebanon), said that the

general discussion would be continued at the next meeting before the proposal

concerning the establishment of a working party was considered.

The meeting rose at 12,30 u.{n.


